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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses some basic concepts about accuracy and

depot inventory accuracy goals. It also provides a survey of

several possible methods of determining depot inventory accuracy

goals and discusses the relative merits of each method. In the

procoss it also discusses briefly some new approaches to economical

inventorying.
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I. TNTRODiUCTION

In Novem:-er 1962 the Vice ComrraneJr of' thc. i.- Force Logisticz

Command, Lt. Gen. K. 1,. Hobson, aske:d ;he O;crations Analysis

Office to look into the problem of netting depot inventory accuracy

goals. Such goals had been included In the recently c:;tablished

Field Performance Reviews, conducted In the month:; when there is

no Commanders' Conference. Several Inventory Control measures are
presented to the Ho .,FFC otaff as part of the p'rforwance casure-

ment of our Air Materiel Areas (AMAs). Th".::e nea: ie:. of perform-

ance are also presented in the Executive Control :{ecting portion

of the Conanders' Conference. Concern w:s e-()ressed as to whchecr

the goals being used were right and If" nol,, what should they be?

It is very important to maintain high accuracy in inventory records

because so much of our logistics management Sy:ttm depend:; upon

them. Ideally, i0Q% inventory accuracy could he desired, out this

is seldom, if' ever, attaitaed becauiie of" protLce", economi' con.'rid-

erations. There must, therefore, be some "b.::t:I v:lue short of

100% which would represent a valid goal. Thi.t nemorandu:. e;:a4ines

the problem or finding this "best" value.

II. DE-FINITIONS ANO BASIC CONC-:,.'S

In the process of prcaring a brieviirs to !-,'e:;ent om,: ideal

on how to set inventory accuracy goal::, some bnmi. definitions

were introduced. These may appear to h0 too :zirslc and too obvlou.;

to be needed, yet it has been obsLuveJ that numerou:; 'qi;conceptions

arise in connection with just such uimple but fundamental idea:;.
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ccuricy In, defined as the dcgree of agreement between two

number , i, er( one of the numburs Is considered to be "true" arid

the other ,n 'estlmate."

r " thc '.vu e and the estimated va ues are equal, the accuracy

i: 100%. If the true ar-4 the c,,timatcdvalue3 are unequal, there

is an ex 'x'j. ' v cunt .f error Is simply the difference between

the trui an(u estima.mvalues. The relative error is found by

dividlnt *.,Is dtfferenc by the true value, thus indicating the

amount of L-'or In at.cn to true val.e units as a ratio or a

pcrccnt. 1 ccurncy is %*en Jctenoi,,ed by subtracting the relative

error, it, pe,'cent, frcm I:%. For example, If the true value is

5C0 arid ar ,.iinatc is 300 there is an error of 200 units. The

relative err(-' is 200 divided by 500 or 40%. The a-curacy is

,hen 100% .ilnus 10%, or 60%. Note that If the estimate had been

700 the er'or i ould still be .00 units, the relative error 40%

and the W z ,rJ bO%. In the computation of relative error, we

are Ignoring whether the estimated value was over or under the

true value. Irn formula form this is:

(1) Relative error in % 1true - esmate x 100%.
-ruc

(2) Accuracy in % . 100% - relative error in %.

Thus, the com!putation of accuracy is done in two steps,

computation of' re)ative error and conversion to an accuracy sts.te-

ment. There is only one way that we can have 100% accuracy and

that Ls when th," true value is equal to the estimate. Imagine

that we have an accuracy scale and a corresponding relative error,

scale (in reverse) as follows:
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Accuracy Scale
75 0% 50* 100~b

Relative Error

150* 1o05 .'0% 0% Scale (in reverse)

Here we can see that 100% accuracy is that condition where there

is zero ervor. As we depart from 100% accuracy toward 0% we move

to conditions where the differences between the true value and

the estimated value are increasing (the error is increasing).

When the difference is equal to the true value, we have 100%

relative error and we are at the 0% point on the accuracy scale.

If the difference is greater than the true value, then the relative

error is greater than 100%, and the corresponding accuracy state-

ment could be considered negative. Thus we see that the error

scale ranges from 0% to positive infinity while the accuracy

scale ranges from negative infinity to plus 100%.

If we wish to work only with positive numbers, then we

should work with relative error figures. However, there may

be psychological reasons why we may want to stress the goodness

of the situazion rather than the badness. This seems to be the

situation in the inventory area, where we rate the goodness of

the AMA inventory management, not the badness, and so we use

the accuracy rates.

There is one step we took in the accuracy measurement which

needs a bit more dicussion. One must be careful always to use

the "true" value as the denominator (that is, the equivalent of

100%) in the computation of the relative error, otherwise there

will be distortion. For example, we saw above that the relative

error was 40% and the accuracy was 60% when the true value was



500 and the estimate 300. Now if we had mistakenly used the

"estimate" as the denominator in the computation of relative

error, we would have had a 67% relative error rate (200 divided

by 300), and 33% accuracy. Thus the correct accuracy value of

60% is distorted to 33% simply by u-sing the wrong choice of a

yardstick for the 100% value.

In summary, the accuracy relationship between two numbers

is expressible as a relative error rate, in which the absolute

difference between the two numbers is divided by the true value.

This can be converted to an accuracy statement by subtracting the

relative error in percent from 100%. Special care must be taken

to assure that the right yardstick is used as the 100% value.

Invento,- Accuracy

So far we have looked at the idea of accuracy from an ab-

stract viewpoint. Now let us try to adapt the definition to the

measurement of inventory accuracy. Here we are concerned with

comparing quantities counted during a physical inventory with

quantities in record baLances. The definition of inventory could

be very broad so as to cover all USAF assets worldwide. However,

we have narrowed the definition for the purposes of this paper

to include only the depot inventories of supplies and their records.

There are two levels of aggregation we might consider when cal-

culating inventory accuracy. We will call these Case 1 when we

are measuring the accuracy of a single line item and Case 2 when

we are measuring the accuracy of a group of several line items

(such as a lot for sampling purposes, a complete AMA's inventory,

the total AFLC inventory, etc.).
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Case 1 - Single Line Item "I"

Here we are concerned with the degree of agreement between

the record balance and the actual stock on hand for a single

line item. The record balance should be considered as the esti-

mated value and the physical count of the stock on hand should

be considered the true value. Actually, the physical count is

in itself an estimate of the true unknown quantity on hand since

the count may also be inaccurate. However, whenever there is a

difference between a verified count and the record balance, the

balance is the figure which is usually changed, thus revealing

that a verified count is taken to be the true value. Once these

substitutions (count = true, record z estimate) have been made

in equations (1) and (2) the accuracy formulae become:

(3) Relative error in % Jcount-recordL 100%.
coun 0

(4) Accuracy in % : 100% - relative error in %.

Example: True value a count z 200 units.

Estimated value record a 150 units.

Relative error in % 50 = 271
200

Accuracy in % = 100% - 250 . %.

An important thing to note about the computation for a slngl-

line item is that the comparison I;; done in terms of number of'

units of the line item such as 200 and 150 units. Thus, we say

that the computation of accuracy for a single lile item is on a

unit basis.

Another important point to notice is that the physical count
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is used in the denominator when computing the relative error

since it is considered to be the true value. Current Supply

procedures use the record balance as the denominator, which

causes some distortion in the resulting accuracy figures as

we saw in the section on accuracy above. We recommend that the

Supply procedures 'e changed to use the count as the denominator

c h t f resulting measurements will have greater validity.

Table • furnishes some examples of how accuracy is com-

puted for each of 10 line items. Note the differenoei between

the error rates when the record is used as the denominator

instead of the count.

Case 2 - Group of Line Items

We have a different situation when we consider the accu-

racy of a group of line items since there are several possible

ways of calculating a single accuracy figure to represent the

whole group. Table I! illustrates several ways in whic. an

average accuracy can be obtained for the whole group. The

figures in Table II are based on Table I. Table II entraes

will be explained in the following paragraphs on methods of

computation.

J
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TA3LE I

EXAMPLES OF LINE ITEMiS

Relative Error in % Relative Error in
Line Item Count Record Difference (Count as Denominator) (Record as Denomirator)

1 100 20 80 80% 400%

2 200 570 370 185% 65%

3 300 270 30 10% II 11%

4 400 150 250 63% 167%

5 500 600 100 20 17%

6 500 490 10 2% 11, 111 2% 11, 111

7 1000 500 50o 50% 100

8 2000 1900 100 57 II, I1 5% II, 1ii

9 2000 1000 1000 50 100%

10 3000 1500 1500 501 100%

7



TABLE II

SOME WAYS OF 1AEASURING INVENORY ACCURACY FOR A GROUP OF LINE ITE S

Mcthod Count as Base Record ac Base

. Unweighted average error rate 100 x 5 = 52% 100 z 967 = 97%
10 10

Unweighted average accuracy 100% - 52% 48% 100 - 97% = 3%
2. Weighted av. error rate 100 r 3.k.-Q 39% 100 X 3'0 56%

3.0,000 7000

Weighted a. accucacy(Qot Cat I) 100% - 39% = 61% 10c% - 56% 4V

3. Uzweighted accurate items 103 . 2 = 20% 100 2= 20%
(Cost Cat II) 10 10

4, Unweighted accurate .tems 1ZO x 3. 30% 100 x 2 = 20%
(C0t Cat III) 10 10

5. Weighted accurate itezz 100 x 25C = 25% 100 x 2390 = 3V%
(Cost Cat II) 10,000 7000

6. Weighted accurate items 100 x 2800 = 28% 100 x 2390 = 349
(Cost Cat I1) 10,000 7000



Unweighted Average Accuracy Method

The first method shown in Table 1I calculates the average

error rate simply by adding the relative errors in Table I for

all the line items, and dividing this sum by the number of line

items. It is called "unweighted" because all the line items

are given the same importance or weight. Following thin proceso,

we see that the accuracy turns out to be 48% when the count is

used as the denominator and only 3% if the record balance is

used. Notice how little increase in relative error would be

needed before the accuracy based on the record balance would be

negative.

WviyhLLed Average Accuracy Mrthod

If we decide that the line items are not of equal importance,

then the unweighted method shown above should not be used. For

instance, if the number of unitz per 11ti itvim Is important, thc-n

the weighted averago accuracy method wculd be better. Under

this method the error percentages for oach line item in Table I

are multiplied by the unit counts ao weig.hts for the line item,

the products are added, the sum divided by the total weights,

and the result converted to a percenta;e. This Is the standard

method for obtainine a weighted averag(. . The same result can

be obtained more easily by dividing the total of the "difference"

column by the total of the "count" column and converting the

result to a percentage.

When this procedure was followed in computing Table II, we

saw that the accuracy turned out to hn 61% when the count, oei
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used as the denominator or 44% when the record was used. Note

the substantial increase in indicated accuracy over what was

obtained for the unweighted case. This resulted from the fact

that the line items in Table I which have the most units also

tended to have the least errors. These lower error rates were

given more weight causing the average accuracy for the whole

group to increase.

This is the method that has been uaed to calculate AMA and

AFLC inventory accuracies for Cost Category I (Hi-Valu) items.

Unweighted Accurate Items Method
for Cost Categories II and III

Cost Category II and III items are currently inventoried by

sampling methods in which an AMA's inventory is subdivided into

several lots. Each lot is then "sampled" periodically by se-

lecting line items at random from the lot. The selected line

items Are then counted and the relative error is computed for

each as in the Case 1 - Single Line Item method. The relative

errors for the line items in the sample ar then reviewed to

determine which line items are "in error." A .ne item is

"in error" when the relative error exceeds 5% if I' .a a Cate-

gory II item, or when the - '-. Auudis 10% for a

Cavegory III itvm. Thus, a certain amount of relative error

is tuierated in each line item sampled, but when the acceptable

limit is exceeded the line item has unacceptable accuracy.

Now to calculate an estimate of the accuracy for the group

of line items in the whole sample, the number of line items not

"in error" is divided by the total number of line items in the

10



sample, and the result converted to a percent. The "sample

accuracy" thus found is an estimate of the accuracy for the

entire lot, which we call in Table II the "unweighted accurate

items," as it tends to describe how many items are accurate

rather than how accurate or inaccurate the items are.

For example, assume that the 10 line items in Table I

represent the sample of line items which were counted. The

relative errors were computed for each as listed9 Now if the

10 items were all Cat. II, the good ones, those not "in er'or,"

are the ones where the relative error is 5% or less. The ones

which are good are items 6 and 8 as indicated by the Roman

Numeral IIs in Table I. The "unweighted accurate items" is

then 20% since 2 line items out of the total sample of 10 line

items were good. if the 10 items were Cat. III, the items

having 10% or less relative error are considered good. In addi-

tion to items 6 and 8 we also will count item 3 (when'counttis

the denominator) as good. Thus, in this case, the '-unweighted

accurate items" will be 30%. These results are shown in Table

II under methods 3 and 4.

There have been some discussions recently about the poss.-

bility of using a similar approach for Cost Category I (HI-Valu),

except that here there will be no acceptable error rate greater

than 0%. If the line items in Table I were all Category I

Items none would be good items since all of them have relative

errors greater than zero. Thus, the accuracy for the whole group

would be zero. This compares with the 61% (or 44% witharecordA

11



as denominator) shown in method 2 of Table II as Hi-Valu is

now being computed. We see that the "accurate item" method

would give a higher measure of accuracy in relation to the

weighted average method whenever many relative errors fall

' - te 'acceptable" range, and It would give a lower

measure uf accuracy if the relative errors fall outside the

11acceptable" range as they would do in the Cat I case men-

tioned here,(which we view unfavorably).

if an average accuracy for an entire AMA Lr for all of

AFLC is desired, the current procedures are similar to those

in Table I, except that the total items sampled and the

total number of good items are obtained from all the samples

of all the lots, and then the accuracy is computed by dividing

the total good Items by the total items sampled, and converting

the result to a percent,(lines 3 and 4, Table II).

This approacn for compuing the accuracy for a group of

line items Is "ery different from the ones described In the

previous sections. In the first place, the concept of having

an acceptable error rate for each line item is used. Then each

line Iter is considered to be either good or bad, not 80% good,

or 20% bad, or some other percentage determined from the

relative error as before. Therefore, the computation %ar.eds on

an item basis, rather than a unit basis as before. Thus, here

we speak of the percentage of the line items which are good,

whereas before we spoke of how close the agreement was between

the count and the record balances for the group as a whole.

If one is concerned with how well a manager is doing across--

the-boar-, perhaps the computation on an item basis is useful,
12



while if impact of inventory error on the total logistics process

is the major concern perhaps the computation on a unit basis is

better.

Another thing to note about this method is that it gives

equal weight to each line item in the computation. tr

use this method with validity, we must be prepared to say that

any one line item is no more important than any other. If we

cannot say ths, then perhaps the following method, which is a

modification of this one, can be used.

Weighted Accurate Items Method
for Cost Categories Ii and TI

The main difference between this method and the Unweight'ed

Accurate Items Method is that the line items are weighted by

the number of units contained in each. The use of an acceptable

error rate permits us to decide whether any particular line

item is good or bad as before. Let us assign a value Cf 111"

if the item is good and a 11011 If the item is bad. Therefore,

ones will be assigned wherever there is a II or a III on Table I

depending upon whether we assume Category 11 or Category III.

We see that items 6 and 8 of Table I ara good Cat II items when

the count is the denominator. To obtain a weighted average,

we multiply the zeros or ones by the count for each line Item

and add the products. This gives a total of 2500 (500 from

item 6 and 2000 fro:m item 8 and zeros elsewhere). We then

divide by the total count and convert the result to a percentage,

t T oo0).getting 2%(~g 0 x10.W banteohretisi

Methods 5 and 6 of Table II in a similar fashion. The figures

13



differ from those in lines 3 and 14, and we may prefer them if
we do not wish to consider all line items of equal importance.

inventory Accuracy Summary

We see from Table II that there are a number of possible

waRys of detenmining an accuracy figure from the data In Table f-

Oandoubtedly there are many other ways as well. LookIng over

the results we see that the accuracy figures range from 3% to

61%1 one naturally wonders which is right, or even. whether

anty ts rIght. The set of methods used today by 4FLC are methods

2, 3, and 14 using record figures as the base. One oan best

deterine whic-h method to use by considering the assumptiofts

up~or wh~ch each method is based, as discussed In the above

paragraphs. We have already noted that the record balances

should not be used as bases or denominators in accuracy com-

put'at!.ont, so that cuts tlhe choices down by ',n'e half., leaving-

only the choices in the "Coant as Base"' columwn, The mairt

differences between the methods revolve around two ideas:

whether to al.low small errors to counct as though they are not

errors at all, and whether to treat all line items or all units

as having approximately equal importance. It may help to

have a table to indicate which method to use once decisions

are made as to which ideas are important (see Table III).



TABLE III

INVENTORY ACCURACY METHOD TO USE

Weighted Average Unweigh';ed Average

Units are basis 2 1

Items are basis 5, 6 3, 4
(small errors negligible)

KEY

Method Title

I Unweighted average accuracy

2 Weighted average accuracy

3, 4 Unweighted accurate items (CP ti ; : S .:

5, 6 Weighted accurate items (Cat II or III)

The decision between anits and items will hinge upon whether

one is primarily concernea with how well an i~tm manager is doing

his Job over the full range of his items, or what the impac is

likely to be nr AF logistlcn. If s aspects are upper.-

most then "items are basis" will be chosen; if impact is ,apper.

most then "units are basis" will be chosen. This could be

further refined, of course, by distinguishing between items in

terms of their relative esaentiality or mission impact; . 'Te.,,-r

discussion along these lines is not being attempted in this

paper.

The decisiun about the use of weights when computing the

accuracy depends upon how alike the line items are. If quan-

tities of units per line item are either roughly equal over

all the line items being measured, or are not considered of

importance, then no weights should be used. If the quantity

15



of unitb per line item varies considerably from line item to line

item and if this is thought to be significant, then weighting

the average by the unit count per line item is desirable. The

authors of this paper believe that reflrctlon of probable

!gistic i4..pact is best accomplished by use of Mcthud 2 wit.,

Methods 5 and 6 as the next preferred.

Goals

Having examined some definitions of accuracy and inventory

,1(euracy, we now proceed to discuss some ideas about goals.

First the purpose: a goal may be a target to shoot at (if not

necessarily to reach), or it may be a pla.ning factor or standard

which is normally achieved. The policy chosen will have a

great impact on the inveLory accuracy goal chosen.

A goal may be used '.o promote such things as best effi-

ciency, or compatition betwPen activities, or emphasis for

certain items or categories of items. Measurements of achieve-

ment of' the designated goals may also provide the basis for com-

paring one activity with another or for making decisions about

changes In procedures. Chart I illustrates how the procedure

used as well as AMA effort may affect achieved inventory accuracy.

16



CHART I

Procedures, AMA Effort, and Inventory Accuracy

100 Procedure 1 Procedure 2 Procedure 3

'150

Ior.Te00%AMA Effort AMA Effort AMA Effort

Three procedures are illustrated. En the first, invent0.ey

accuracy might range from 30% to 70% depending upon the AMA

effrt.Thepotential of the method is limited, for some reason,

so that greater than 70% accuracy could not be achieved even

with great AMA effort. Procedure 2 ranges from 20% to n~early

100%, depending upon AMA effort. Here increased pressure on

the AMA to apply tne procedure would pay off with increased

inventory accuracy. If Procedure 3 were used no amount of'

pressure on~ the AMA to apply the procedures would pay off

since inventory accuracy is nearly independent of AMA effort.

Procedure 3 is a desirable management procedure In the sense

that uniform results could be expected from all AMAs. Thus

we see that a Headquarters or other activity which measures

performance of a subordinate should recognize the effect that

the prescribed procedures have on the factor measured. If

Procedure 2 happens to be in use, then very high accuracy can

17



be expected, and obtained, with adequate supervision. If

Procedure 1 or 3 happens to be in use, then no amount of super-

vision, assistance or pressure can increase the Lnventory

accuracy to levels higher than about 80%. Emphasis on motivation

sk-uld be applied only if there is reason to believe that the

,exls,.ig Pro.edures will permit highly desirable consequences

to flow fr ( greater efforts. In other cases it. may be neces-

*aryv to make some procedural changes as well as to emphasize

)M acto.

In addition to the above considerations, decisiona must

be made about some other factors when establishing goals:

Basis: Should the goal be based on iaeals, or on past

performance, or should costs be considered to obtain an optimal

solution?

Term: Should a goal be for a short te.m or a long one,

that is, should it be revised frequetly or infrequently?

Flexibility: Should a goal be the same for all activ-

ities, or should it be tailored to the characteristics of each

accivity?

18



III. METHODS OF SETTING INVENTORY ACCURACY GOALS

There are sevzral possible ways to set inventory accuracy

goals. We will discuss 4 general methods and some related

sub-methods in this paper. They are:

1. Management Decision Method

2. Average Accuracy Method

3. Significant Variable Method

4. Inventory Interval Methods

a. Preseleeted Method

b. Minimum Cost Methods

(1) Without Sampling

(2) With Sampling

c. Low Point Method

Management Decision Method

This is probably the simplest of all possible methods.

Here someone with authority and a good background sets the

goal by subjective means. Because no particular formula or

data manipulation is involved, the decision may be hard to

defend, particularly if someone else with equal background

and experience believes some other goal is better. The

method has the advantages that iL iu eaa Lo establish and

that depending on the skill of the decision maker, more

variables can be considered than might be possible with more

complex analytic methods. This method probably would not

provide the best goal, however, and may produce poor goals

if the decision maker uses poor judgment or has inadequate

background and experience.
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Average Accuracy Method

This method works something like this: Each time that

the AMAs report their accuracy to the Headquarters, an AFLC-

wide average accuracy is computed. This average accuracy

f.igure is thaen used as the goal for the next period. Tkire

are several advantages in using a method of this type. It

is easy to understand and to apply. The AMAs which are

worse than average are readily spotted. The goal is always

attainable since about half the AMAs are already at it or

have exceeded it. Xt also has some disadvantages, such as

it may not give a real challenge or incentive to the AMAs

already above average; one or two AMAs having very low or very

high accuracies could greatly influence the average and thus

the accuracy goal; all AKAs have the same goal, even thcugh

certain AMAs may have items whose characteristics would tend

to lower the expected accuracy for these AMAs,

This method also has another feature: the goal m~y have

an upward trend over time since each report period eaRh ANA

will strive to increase its accuracy over the last time.

"Eventually a limit will be reached beyond !hi,2h Very little

improvement will be found possible, and this will ue the

practical goal for the procedures in effect. It may oe fairly

easy to determine the trend by plotting 3 or 4 report periods

in succession and then to predict future goals based on this

trend. Although predicting trends and identifying plateaus

may be feafsbe, the method furnisheb little guidance in

setting inventory or sampling periods or in deciding whether
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alternative procedures should be used.

This technique has an advantage over the Management De-

cision Method described earlier in that it is based on reported

data and is therefore more objective. Variations of it may

also be found to be interesting, such as use of an upp.

quartile instead of an average.

However, even greater advantages may be achieved by

looking a little more deeply into the "why" of the inventory

inaccuracy. ThIs process leads to the next way of setting

accuracy goals.

Significant Variable Method

It seems reasonable that the error rate might be related

to some measurable characteristic of the item of Inventory

under consideration. Some of these characteristics might be

the amount of issues and receipts occu,-,eing during a speci-

fied period of time, which we will call "activity rate", or.

the unit price, cr the number of units in the stock level of

an item, or the importance or mission essentiality of the

item, etcj., In addition, such things as number of items

managed by the AMA and the number of storage locations per

item may have an impact on the eApeued accuracy rate.

Now if data are available it may be possible to determine

which characteristics affect inventory au'uracyo One way to

see whether or not a general relationship exists between

inventory accuracy and any given characteristic is to make a

scatter diagram, at Lh Chart 2. Here we tnak the sample

inventory accuracies reported by the AMAs as of September 1962
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for Category II and III items, and plotted these against the

amount of activity per AMA for September. Here "Activity" is

in terms of thousands of line Item transactions per month, and

line item transactions moai./ of P-shelf shipments plus back

cr'ders shipped plus receipts for the AMA,

CHART 2

AMA inventory Accuracy vs. Gross AMA Activity
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(Thousands of Line Item Transactions per Month as of' Sep 62)
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We see Crom Chart 2 that there appears to be a strong

tendency for the AMAs which have higher activity to have corz'-

spondingly lower accurauyo Thus, we could say that it looks

as though activity is a significant variable in that AMA accuracy

tends to vary inversely with activity rate. In assessing tnlb.,

one can reason that each unit of activity is a chance for an

error to be made. If no activities occur, then no change should

be made to the records and there should be zero error, As more

activities occur, there are more chances for error and therefore

less accuracy is expected. Similar charts can be construcated

for any other characteristics thought to be important.

The example shown here, although based on actual data, is

primarily for illustrative purposes since it is based on a very

small amountp of experience. With more months of data, and more

points plotted, more confidence could be placed in a graph of

accuracy vs. activity, with trend lines drawn tbroug the points

using statistical techniques such as least square3, One Jine

is shown in Chart 2. However, when looking at the points by AMA

it also looks as though the type of statistical equipment used

to maintain the records may have influenced the inventory accuracy.

Note that the AMAs having electronic data processing equipment

(EDPE) tend to have lower accuracies than the AMAs having punched

card accounting machines (PCAM), except for MOAMA. If later

studies with more data indicate similar relationships, it may be

possible to construct two curves instead of one, so as to have

a curve for the EDPE AMAs and another for the PCAM AMAs. Later
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studies should also determine why MOAMA doesn't seem to behave

like the other EDPE AMAs; for example, those familiar with the

existing conditions may offer hypotheses about the effects of

spc'iflc key personnel at certain AMAs.

Wten a chart, such as Chart 2, is constructed for sig-

niflcant variables, and enough data have been used to provide

coafidence in the results, it is easy to set acculracy goals

wkcIch are more equitable than overall averages. For example,

Lf an AMA is expected to nave 200 thousand transactiors per

month, then Chart 2 will indicate 82% as tne goal. if IOU

thousand Is expected, then the goal would be 90%. ThIs 's the

first method we have considered so far which does not assume thiit

all 4MAs will use the same goal, as each goal will reflect the

value of the significant variable separately for each AMA.

This method has several advantages. In the first place,

It is objective since it is firmly based on actual data. The

method also permits the forecasting of goals for future time

periods, provided the significant variable can be forecast.

The method is simple to apply once the chart has beep constructed

and, as we mentioned earlier, the goals are tailored for each AMA.

There are also some disadvantages, Data have to be collected

and analyzed to identify the significant variables arnd to de-

termine the relationships between these variables and inventory

accuracy. Carts which have already been made must be reviewed

and updated periodically to reflect possible shifts in the curve

caused by changes in the measured relationships.
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Although this method is objective and has several advan-

tages it has one shortcoming in common with all the methods

discussed so far, and that is that no direct attempt has been

made to influence inventorying policy while setting the goal.

The following methods will show some ways to do this.

Inventory Interval Methods

TiLe Inventory accuracy at any given time can be shown to

be dependent upon how long .t has been since the .ast nventory

count was made. Chart 3 illustrates thiso

CHART 3
Inventory Accuracy vs. Time Since Last Count
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In this chart we see that at time zero, or immediately after

an inventory count has been'made and the records adjusted, the

inventory accuracy may still be only 90%, due to errors in count-

ing, records "in float" and not included in the reconciliation

proced, etc. As time goes on and activities (or other significant
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variable values) accumulate, the error rate grows and the

inventory accuracy decreases. Although this chart is for

illustrative purposes only, similar charts can be made for

each AMA or subgroup within an AMA after an analysis of

01i.-4crlcal data has been accomplished. It may be that such

graphs will not be linear, or that there will be more or less

accuracy at time zero than shown above.

Using this type of chart we see that a goal can be de-

termined once a time interval between the full counts is

decided upon. There are many ways for making this type of

decision and there are, therefore, a family of Inventory

Inte.-val Methods. The methods that will be discussed in this

report are:

Preselected Method

Minimum Cost Methods

Low Point .cw',y>

Preselected Method

Here management makes a decision as to how often to take

an inventory. This decision then detervmna thr- Inventory

Interval and Chart 3 provides the inventory accuracy goal. For

example, if management decides that inventories are to be taken

annually the goal may be 80%, as read from a chart like Chart 3.

This method has the same general advantages and disadvantages

as the Management Decision Method discussed earlier.
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Minimum Cost Inventory Method9 Non-Sampling Case

This method seeks optimal conditions by looking for the

inventory count interval that will have minimum total costs.

Now total costs can be thought of as the costs associated with

operating with undetected inventory errors (error cost*) and

those associated with detecting and correcting errors (counting

costs). Thus,

Total Cost = error costs + counting costs.
Some examples of error costs follow: If the inventory

records are not accurate and reflect mors assets than there

really are, then there are likely to be backorders, NORS

conditions which in turn can cause emergency actions such as

expedited procurement actions, inter-base shipments, as well

as excessive downtime, etc. In addition, disposal actions may

be taken to get rid of spurious "excess"' assets. All of these

actions cost money, which is the error cost. Now if the inven-

tory records are erroneous and reflect fewer asset3 than there

really are available, then other error costs arise, such as

making excessive purchases, thus creating long supply and

incurring extra storage costs.

Counting costs include such -nlngs as manpower costs,

computer costs, and delays in filling requisttions caused by

closing the warehouse during the inventory operation.
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Chart 4 illustrates how the error and counting coats

vary with time since last count. If the count interval is

small, such as 3 months, then the error rate probably has not

grown nz-ch and annual error costs are low, At the same time,

a::tzal cmr'Zng c'ksts are high because of the frequent countiaq.

As 'Ics rtew-al Is lengthened, the annual error costs

rIse and the arvmzal counting costs decline. The sum of these

costs, tKaX costs, may have a minimum, as it does in Chart 4.

If At aaes, tte couv.t Interval where tbe total N ,st Is least

Is tne opimal cot- in'terval. This occurs at i years in our

example. then' using COart 3 and the optimal count Interi'al

from Osart 4, the opvimal znveatory accuracy goal Is determlned.

This -s about 75% for our illustration. Note that thIs Is the

first mt tod discussed tha: provides botn the accuracy goal

and the management policy to achieve it.

This type of method has man, advantages. As we have

seen; it provides an optimal goal and helps set policy. It is

also objective, and is tailored to individual AMA cond~tions.

Provided good factors are available, it is probably the best

type of method for determining inventory accuracy goals since

there is a sound management reason for the choices made -

minimum total operating costs (or, more accurately, optimum cost-

effectiveness).

One must pay for what he gets and this method is not with-

out its problems. The major one is estimating costs. The

counting costs are relatively easy to estimate since manpower

and machine cost factors are readily available. The error
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CHART 4

Minimum Cost IDvento.y Interval Mode)
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ir
ccats azt more uebulous. It is much more difficult Lo measure

.... !tmpact of lncreases in the NORS rate, backorders, etc.,

caused by !nventory error. There are many who say that this

oa-=t bs dO~Ii. However, there are other supply systems now

. s-: t t Cost f..gurs that are just as hard to

-ome bF. i. exsmp-e, the E. =!'mtc Order Quantlty methods

-q ... cu.:e e*tmat V of costs to administer ar, order

If . . .... storage. Also, at tlh p.4.r, where

EOQ m.nod. . setting of a Safety Level t-hny are 'oolved

ifl tate s~ize i k' valixs we are facing ttzr. ~ts~c
it is probably tr trat policies whicn do not overly reflect

these costs ate actually implying such eosts, and ve-y possibly

.mDlying wloly veallstlc values. Finally, ±t may also be

.. at or vde19 n t affected too much by errors in aerbaan

eost 6stum3tes, aad as long as costs are w.thin reasonable

limits the :sulmus obtained will be satisfactorl. If this i2

the case, the method may very well be feasible.

Minimum Cost Inventory Method, for Sampling

This method is similar to the one just discussed in that

the combined costs of errors and of checking inventory accuracy

are to be minimized. In the method just discussed every inven-

tory operationr ir.clved a complete counting of assets. Under

the samp!.±ng methoi the assets are divided into -'ubgroaps kown.

as lots. A random sample of line items is then selected from

each lot, counted and compared with the record balances. If

the accuracy of the sample is within acceptable quailty control

limits the entire lot is considered to be sufficiently accurate,
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and no further counting is done for that lot until the next time

period. If the accuracy of the sample is not within the accept-

able limits then the whole lot is deemed to be inaccurate and it

is relected. In this case the whole lot is recounted. Under

conditions where the lot accuracy remains high over extended

periods of time, such as when the activity rate is low, te

sampling method saves manpower and time while giving information

about how accurate the lot is.

In addition to these differences, a alfferent approach is

taken for determining the optimal Inventory accurauy goal. Be-

fore, with the non-sampling model, the variable was the Irventorzy

interval. This variable was manipulated until that interval was

found which minimized the total cost. Then the optimal accuracy

goal was found from a graph of accuracy vs. time since last

count. In the sampling model the inventory intervai is fixed

beforehand, based on other consideratinns. Then. based on a

table of accuracy vs. time since last full count, as before, a

table of "sampling & counting" costs is derived for various steps

of the accuracy goal. A table of error costs per inventory

accuracy step is also derived. Then a tab±e of Total costs per

inventory accuracy step is computcd ty addng the error costs and

the "sampling & counting" costs. The step naving the lowest cost

determines the optimal inventory accuracy goal.

Mi's procedure is simplified for illustrative purposes and

can be modified to cover multiple sampling pians, statistical

variation, and other appropriate changes. Our purpose here ir

to outline the basic method.
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follo t lo ng example will illustrate the basic method,

AssLuvre that we uave a niugle sampling plan that involves taking

a sampl~e tfv -ci lot eac:h 6 months. If the accuracy for the

_.-:p i".V: tms !.n thr. sample is greater tJLan the accuracy

%.. !. ao ' a, no further action Is taken fcr 6

, , , ;,st i.c tuzed would b,: t.Aat associ.atea

w. tuki.,g sad cou,1 .utrg the sample.

~ ~ ~ aerQ :-.racy' Is less trasi thcac. ura,.y

Table IV wl' ,. m.:.ate th's process. Ac:.)s t.ate ton of

~ .~t ~'~table We ssnow t.,se x,'e - -% tnC

,",, $' m ~ ..... i.ods. This table would bc d .... et

rf::,,m past f z.ne data Coz a particular AMA or lot within an

AMA and wc'Ad be cona-ered to be representative of futre Aime

,etis,-?- .er,- s~r-:.a, :er~ozditicn.B Bea ath this table, t.is

exre'cted .. c .s to he taken each time period are .:curded for

eac, -t, p of tae ,.raey goal as gtven along rhe left hand

C.um. Fc, .. s.an ".e, reading across the 85% goal rw we find

a suc ss'on of "s, so" actbions. The "s" means that only the

sample action was nefessary sinue the 89% accuracy frm tne

table at the top of the first coumn is greeter than the 85%

goal. T!L- "52"' actUo0t in the ext livrr. mars that whea the

aampling a'ction, s, is taken the second six. month1, the 83%
ccuracy wall cause the lot tu be rejected an4 t e additional

action, ccr..tIng (e), is taken. Following this the ae¢'zacy is

asszned to r.,turn to the zero time accuracy of 95%. Tae next

cclamn has only an "s" because tho accuracy will be 89%, etc.

The rest of the table was derived In a similar fashion.
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if we assu-me that the cost of a sampling action alone

ta $'c0 and the cat of a counting .rction (e) s $1100, a

table uf avei:age ar-nual costs ofosampling & countingl Is com-

puted. T isehai on the right hand side of Table XV. The

t I-... t~t 1-ab.e are computed from the entrier; on ',he L, t

nand z: de of t ~s tb1 wkhich are within square brackets. The

bracke:s -ave beea placed around one year's worth of actions

uniess ;;xI,: .,zhe-, grpng is requrad for a complete cycle.

For aant-, i8-mnth cycles occur for a goaL of 80%, and

30 m h cles ;ur f . a goal of 70%, etc. Dhe figures

under tie ':Ttal [s"] '1 column on the cost side of the table

were derived by counting the number of "sts" between tne

brackets ov tne left-hand side of the table, and mul .- Ing

this r.n.mbeT b;7 $'00, the cost of each sampling action. The

figures under. t:oe Total rc I i column were computed in a

simiar' f'.shlon by counting the number of "c" actions between

brackets a.d multiplying by $1100, the cost of each "c" action.

The "Gxsnd otaT I " figures were czleulated by addIng th

entries f-ozm the preceding two columns. These figures are

then converted to avepage ariaual fig,,c . .n- th'or last colmn

by multiplying by the fraction 2 divided by the number of

col .xus between the brackets on the left-hand side of the table.

Table V then lists for each inventory accuracy "trial goal"

the ann.ual c'i.',r costs as they might have been derived from

spal"al :tUdoc or estimates and the a-nuial sample-Dlan costs

as deriv'ed Ifl Table rV, and the total annual costs. The optimal

goal far the sampling procedure is then found by selecting the
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row having the least total annual costs, which in our example

occurs when the trial goal is 80%.

TABLE V

COMPUTATION OF OPTIMAL INVENTORY ACCURACY

GOAL FOR THE SAMPLING CASE

Annual Annual Total
Trial Error Sample-Plan Annual
Goals Costs Costs Costs

100% $ 0 $2400 $2400

95 50 2400 2450

90 100 2400 2500

85 200 1300 1500

80 400 933 1333

75 800 750 1550

70 16o0 640 2240

65 3200 640 3840

This method, like the non-sampling minimum cost method, has

manre advantages. It makes full use of relationships which are

presumed to exist between costs and error rates for each AMA, or

lot within an AMA, in determining an objective, optimal inventory

accuracy goal. If the goal is adopted and incorporated into the

sampling procedures, and if the ctnditic under which the in-

ventories are managed remain substantially as they had been

otherwise, the total costs to the Air Force of inventory inac-

curacy can be expected to be minimized. Thus, the method furnishes

intrinsic benefits as well as an operating goal.
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The matn disadvantages have to do with data. The method

reauilses cost data for several error condition effects as well

as fo- sup;p,-rt of the in'ventory-counting effects. In addition,

the AMA cr lot acouraci-s must be analyzed in relation to the

•ear gro wth cve the time since the last full couat was takt..

htwe , s inp..o~vmeat iL Invantory management and total AF

costs -rc! effeet.veness might far outweigh the additional ¢oats

iLfd .... zolinrlved La obtan.ing satisfac.tory data for such an

aI.:ysis o

Low Po-i-t Method

':ias mearc is oased on the idea that" tue best time to take

an lnveatcry Is w en the stock level is at a low point so that

the counting costs ar- small and the chances of making an accu-

rate count are good. This idea has already been used In inven-

tory p.:>cedures, parlc*iaz.ly with respect to warehouse refusals.

Whenevpr a warsnouse refusal occurs a special inventory is taken.

This event, low point, is often unpredictable. To be most

effective, the low points should be predictable, either by lt-m,

or at least statistically for large numbers of items. L addi-

tion to being predictable the inventories should be planned to

occur in advance of a requirements computation so that the best

available info.maticn can be used, Therefore, it would be

advantageous to clan inventories to be taken whenever a reorder

pc, nt (o.i slightly hniger point) is reached. Then we would reap
"!; 56,,

the benefits of counting fewer items, consuming fewer map-hours

and time in the process, obtaining a more accurate result, and

providing good support to requirements computations. 'urthermare,
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we would avoid the heavy workloads of counting the items in

long supply; such counts are probably the largest workloads

and also the least useful ones.

Inventory accuracy goals can be established using the low

point method by predicting the expected frequency of the qcc'.7.

rence of the low points, and then determining the accuracy from

a graph of accuracy vs. time since last count, as in the other

inventory Interval methods. Although the method does not stress

cptimality in an overt way, it may nonetheless prove ootimum by

virtue of its expected economies and its concentration of effort

where most beneficial.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

TI. conclusion, let ue summarize what we have discussed

so far. We have attempted to look at the whole area of

inventnrv accuracy goals in a general way. We have examined

tne onceris of accuracy, of gials, and of what. inventory

accuracy gc al are. We have recommended that AFLC use tha

actual count as tne basis for computing Inventory accuracyp

rather th z the record balance now being used. We have also

oosergea ;nat at tne present time ILnventory ac ;uracy measure-

meats and goals ave stated in two different ways: in terms of

unit accuracy f^.: Hi-Valu items and in te-ms of llre item

accuracy for the items under the sampling method, and we have

indicated a preference for tae "unit accuracylt method as used

for HI-Valu. We have also examined a number of methoas of

determl.aing depo.t inventory accuracy goals and have discussed

the relative mer-s of each. The "minimum cost" methods seem

to be poan..Ially valuable, not so much because of the goals

they establish as for the management policies they recommend

and the costs they save. The low point method also appears to

have promise for providing management improvement at low cost.

We feel after studying the alternatives that the Command

should move towards the use of the minimum cost method of

setting goals and of managing tthe inventory. In a way, similar

steps have already been taken in this direction in the require-

merits area In the Economic Order Quantity procedures. This is

also in line with current DOD thinking on cost-effectiveness

ratios. We shouLd become more scientific in our approaches to
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getting more effectiveness from our money spent. The minimum

cost approach is one way of accomplishing this in the inventory

accuracy area through balancing mission costs and management

costs.

When we concentrate more fully on the objective of i!!!in;

other Command ' requirements we gradually see that really, from

the standpoint of ready rates, NORS rates, etc., it is the

number of units of shortage which is important about inventories

and notz so much the number of line items in which shortages exist.

For example, if a line item has a shortage which causes downtime

or a reduction in ready rates we know that at least one unit in

short, or in other words, that we do not have all the units we

need. If only one unit is short, then only one weapon can be

down because of it. If 10 are short, then 10 weapons may be

down because of this shortage. In either case, only one line

item has the shortage. Of course there can be cases where two

or more units overlap in their shortage effects, causing ozly

one weapon to be NORS. On a probability basis, however, the

NORS rate and other similar shortage measures$ are more likely

to vary in close relation to units short than line items short.

Thus, to really study the problem and zo really mtasure the

impact of inventory inaccuracy we must work in terms of units

of inventory and not restrict ourselves to line item thinking

only.

Another very important point should be considered before

we leave the discussion of mission support, and that is the

relative importance of inventory items for mission accomplishment,
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or "mission essentiality" for short. The cost of a stock out

or shortage really is the loss of mission effectiveness that

results because of the absence of the unit. A shortage of some

units, such as ash trays, will have no effect on a mission by

an apersl-g cawtmand, whereas the absence of a bearing or au

actuator. nv a plece of electron-c equipment, or even a washer

or sa!, miht have sernous effects. It seems reasoxnable that

Le ,L .ne items In our Inventozy could, In some way, be classlfled

and coded as essentla. or non-essentlal. Tn's would not only

assist in detei*.nLng the cost of an inventory shortage for use

in the minimum cost models, but It would also nelp tne inventory

Managers know where to place their management efforts. Perhaps

goals and ±nventory proeedures should be established dLfferently

for items with high misslon essentiality than for those with

little ar no mission essentiallty. TnIs would nelp emphasize

the more important items.

Altnough we ieel strongly that the minimum cost approach

is the way to go, we also realize that sometimes we must crawl

before we walk, We think, that as a minimum, the first steps

to be taken would be to investigate the inventory error rate

growth in terms of its causes and to determine the significant

variables and their relationship to the error rate. This should

be done at least by AMA and in some cases by FSG or even FSC.

Goals could then be established by the Significant Variable

Method on a more equitable basis than current methods provide.

Later, after this has been done, this information on errc. growth

can be combined with cost impact data and mission essentiality
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data to establish goals and management policies by the Minimum

Cost Methods.
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